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The developm:ult and validation of an instrument to identify the

common-a9-stunrytio---1-Tfrid6Fry----ingthetypical idiosyncratic cognitions
in depression is-described.en
'each.consisting,of, 40 items,

dysfunctional bel.i!efs -which

world. Preliminary findings indicate: (1) a significant relationship

The two parallel forms of the scale,

elicit information Qn an individual's

act as schemas by which he construes his

between the salience-of an individual's dysfunctional attitudes an
the intensity- of depression, axle: (2) a trend which implies that these'
negative beliefs may by more persistent over time than the negative

affect. J
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For` over 2,000 years, the study of depression, has puzzled, myg-
*c..4,

ti.fied, and in general, been an area o ccntroversy for both

clans and research psychologists.- At the same' time, several attempts

to understan3 phenomenon have been made. During the last decade

and a half, the focus of theory and investigations OE--tbe psychologi-

cal correlates of depression has begun to shift from emphasis on a

motivational- affective model towards a greater recognition of _the

'cognitive processes.

While tf,e analysis of clinical phenomena from. a cognitive infOrma-r

tion-based persPective'is not new (cf. Kelly, 1955, Rotter, Chdhce

and.Phares, 1972), recent years have wi'enessea,a'salient i:ncreeE,e an

efforts towards refining and operationalizirig a "cognitive learning"

approach (e.g.,c-Bandura, 1969; Estes, .2971; Staats, 1472). A rapidly

accumulating body of evidence and considerable;speculation siigges_ts'

'that this convergence toward a cognitive-behavioral perspectiVe hsads
C.+

substantial clinical promise (Bergen, 1970; .D'Zurilla and Goldfried,

1971; Goldfried, Decenteceo and Weinberg, 1974; Lazarus; 1967, 1971,

1976; Meichenbaum, 1972 Ullman, 1970).

Several contemporary theories treat emotion essentially-as re=

sponse or as a complex, of responses determined-bycognitiveiprocesses.

These theories seem to have stemmed from some pervasive ideas about

human nature hat can be traced' through Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas,

\A
°

Diderot, Kant, nd other philosophers, and are-deeply 'rooted in Western.

These .ideas are: (a) man is first and foremost a rational

being; (b) rationality is basically good,, emotionality basically bad;

(c).reason (c-ognitlbye. processes) shotld be used as a.control and as a
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..substitute fox emotion qzard, 1977).:

Ellis (1962) theorizes- that ,:motionth and self-evaluative thoughts

are virtually one and the same thing., i'trnold (1968), in support of

Ellis, characterizes an emotion as a fel. t tendency toward an object

(behavioral-motoric.component ) judged suitable or unsuitable (cognitive

component), reinforced by specific bodily Changes accoading*to the

type of affect (Rhysiological-bodily domponent). Moreover, the

ArnOld,views are cOnsistent with social psychological definitions of

,-,ttitude.4' Attitude alsOds,considerbd a tendency to evaluate an object

or syMbol in a certain way atz and Statland, 1959),. with -an

as well as a predispositional response or behavioral component-(Lott,

1973). Specifically, Ellis maintains that certain individuals have .a

tendency to think irrationally- and that 'hese irrational beliefs re-
.

_

suit in .various forms. of emotional upset. As seen from a social letrn-i

ing viewpoint, these irrational views take on the status ofxa persis-.

tent and well- learned set with which certain' individuals approach'ife

situations. The tendency for individuals to misinterpret situations

may be construed as reflecting a'Well-learned, overgeneralized set.

As suggested by Dollard and Miller (1950), our.early-social.learning

experie-nces teach us to label situations in varying ways. Emotional .u

'reactivity may result at times from the label attached to certain events

not the situation that is labeled.

To pupplement Ellis's rather straightforward presentation of his

theorotical'assumptions, se.lieralrecent.workers have outlined some

broad categories of dysfunction'al thOught. The most precise delinea--
.tion of a theory focusing upon the relationship between'codnition and

. ,

depressive affect occursin the writing of Beck (1963, 1964, 1967,
P
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1974( 1976); . In contrast to many historical and popular views, Beck's

thesis is that "the affective response is determined by the way an

individual structures his experience" (Beck, 190). Reiecting the

notion. that man is governed, by powerful unconscious ces oiler which

he frequently has, little controi;\Reck.locates the basic of
, ..

i

. ,
emotional disturbances in man's misconceptions about himself, his

irrational beliefs and faulty assumptions about reality.

Although Arnold (1960), experimental psychologists such as Piohrd

Lazarus (1966), and clinidians such as Albert Ellis (1962),1Phave clearly

marked the route between:thinking and emotion, they have not delineated

the particular kinds of appraisals that lead to specific emotions.. In

fact, the vast literature in personality and social psychology hardly

tiolor+es on the question of what 'ideational content in- response to a

tt

noxious stimulus or a threat produces, respectively sadness, anxiety

or anger. Granted that the initial appraisal may be a global "bacr

for me," the individual's unique,interpretation,Of the noxious stimulus +-

determines his emotional response (Beck, 1976).

By analyzing recorded interview material pf depressed and non_

depressed patients in psychotherapy, Beck(1963, 1964) found that de-,

pressed patients tended to distort their experiences in'an idiosyncratic-.

way'; that is, they misinterpreted specific irrelevant events in terms

of personal failure, deprivation, or'relection, or they tended to

greatly exaggerate or overgeneralize any event that,bore any semblance-
,

of negative information about thpmselves. )From this, Beck theorized

that 'certain cognitive schemas become prepotent during depression,

dominate the thought processes and lead tojcognitive distortions"
war
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(Beck, 1964).1 Furthermore, Beck believes these cognitions to be

automatic, involuntary and to seem plausible to the patient. The

meaning that an individual attaches to an object or a situation affects
,

1.

how he feels. In other words, the depressed person feels sad and

lonely, fcr example/ because he erroneously thihks he is inadequate

and deserted.

Beck assigns a central role to the "cognitive triad" in depres-

'sion; namely, pervasive negative attitudes that the depressed individ-
,

ual has towards himself, towards the outside world, and towards his

future.

1: The view of self. The depressed patient's cognitive schmas,

that relate to self-assessment consist of seeing himself as deficient,.

inadequate, or) unworthy. He will often attribute his unpleaSant feel-

ings and experiences to some kind of physical, mental, or moral defect

-within himself. He will then considbr himself worthless because of

his presumed defects, and will "reject" himself.
/A.

. 2. The view of the world. The depressed person tends to see .

his world as making exorbitant demands on him and as presenting,ob-

stacles that cannot be surmounted. He interprets his interactions with

his environment in terms of defeat and failure, deprivation, or dis-

. .
paragement.

3'. The view, of the future. The depressed'person's negative

cognitive patterns'that relate to-the future become eviAett in his

w' that his current difficilties or suffering will indefinitely con-

tinue. Thins, he anticipates unremitting hardship, continued frustra-

tion, and never-ending deprivation. Such schemas essentially amount

to a pervasive hopeldss attitude.

7
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The hallmark of the cognitive triad is'that thenegative evalua-

tions compriSe unrealistic, distorted, and illogical ways of thinking

that do not,correspond to reality., It'is as though the depressed

individual has been born'with eyes that'seeonlY With great distortion,

but give the illusion of seeing sharply and clearly. These distorted
o

end illogical ways of.thinking are manifest in the depressed person's

tendencies to make extravagant use of the f011owing.processes: exag-

geratioh or misinterpretation,of-events; the making of extreme, absolute

judgment when certain situations occur; overgeneralizations from a

single inciden_; focusing on pne particulai detail out of context and

ignoring the more' salient features of a situation; drawing inferences

in the absence of, or even contrary to evidence; and extracting per-

sonally relevant meanings froM unpleasant situations.

The cognitive conceptualization of depression.has been subjected

to studies in which_the exprimental manipulation cognitive var-

iables was undertaken and the effect of these manipulations on other

variables relevant to depression wasnoted. Loeb, Feshbach, Beck and

Wo3-E (1964) randomly assigned a group of,depressed and nondepressed

patients-to an experimentaIly-induced superior and inferior performance,

condition. Prior to and 'immediately following the experimental task,

the patients rated their own moods. ,ReSults showed that psychiatric

patients in ;.-211perior,performance group were more self-confident,

rated themselves happier, and perceived others as happier than did

patients inferior performance group. Depressed patients were

more sensitive to task perfokmance than nondeprassed pzctients in

estimating how they would do in a future task. The depressed patients

also showed greater change& in self-ratings of their mood with task

performance.
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In a subset study (Loeb, Beck. and Diggory, 1971), depresse4

.31

%

outpatients were found to be significantly more 'peLisimistic about

'their performance than were a matched control group of nondepressed

patients. In actuality, however, the depressed patients performed

as well as the control group. On a secondtask.in this manipulation,

the previous experience of success cr failure had different effects

on the actual performance of the two groups; success improved the

performance, of the depressed croup, whereas failure improved. the per-

formance of the nondepressed group.

These findings suggest new approaches for treating depression

and new ways in Which the depressed person can learn to help himself.

As a result of these studies, some psychotherapists are beginning to

be conberned with the kinds of statements that people make to them-

selves.or with which they "think". One,such new approach, baped on

Beck's assumptions, is called Cognitive- Behrvioral Therapy; it sug-

.gests,that the individual's problems are derived laraely from certain

distortions of reality based. on erroneous premises and assumptilons..

These incorrect conceptions originated in defective learning during.

the individual's cognitive development.- Man can regard himself'as;

being prone to learning erroneous, self-defeating notions and.capable

of unlearning or correcting them as well. Regardless of their. origin,

it.isielatively simple to speculate a formula for treatment:' The\

therapist helps a patient to unravel his distortions in thinking and

to learn.alternative, more realistic ways to formuaate his experiences.

Of particuaar Siynificance to-this basic question of how unde-
,....2

.

sirable affect can be severed from cognition is the widely.known work
.41

of Schachter and his colleagues: 1Schachter's research. supports the
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contention that the emotional' content of a reaction can be modified

or eliminated if the :cognitions ,related to the emotional reaction are

changed. Such a contention assums that totional experiences always

include cognitive aspects.' Thd results of the stucl. y by,Schachter

and Singer (1962) showed that most of the subjects reported'emotional.

experiences appropriate to the cognitions suggested by the experimenter.

In a later review of this study, Schachter (1971) aiso concluded that

emotions are joint cognitive-physiological experiences: "In nature...*

cogniti,7e or situational factors trigger physAological processes, and

the, triggering stimulus usually imposes the label we attach to
s.

fe, lings.'" The obvious implication for psychotherapists is that if

ti .it clients or patientg can be induc to perceive differently those

situations which produce disruptive feeli gs or emotions, their affect

can be'altered in a therapeutic fashion.' In other words,.the bonds
4

between cognition and a given maladaptive emotion or. feelfhg can 'be

severed if the cognition is. changed. Likewise, Beck has suggested

that one can get to the emotional disorder thrbugh the pprson's

ing. The inclividual's reports, of his ideas, feelings and wishes,pro-
.

vide the raw materials for the cognitive model. It is a descriptive,.

empirical-, observational method to deal with what people actually say

and do. A depressed person, then, may be helped-by changing his errors

in thinking, i.e., his dysfunctional attitudes, rather than by con-

centrating on his depressed.mobd.

One of th basic difficulties and limitations affecting efforts
O

to test the by theses inherent iniwthis type of therapy is the present

lack of objective methods to guantify.the relative presence or absence

of these cognitive distortions in individuals. If efficient and .

416.

10
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convenient means for measurement were available, a ndtber of fruitful
avenues for research dealing with the formal thought proCesses iri

depression would be opened.

PURPOSES OF THE RESEARCH

The pdrpojbe of tnis research, was ih.part methodological and in
part substantive. The methodological aspects were to validNe as
measurab1p constructs the ideas that Beck has proposed as dysfunc-
tional beliefs .leading to "cognitive distortions" and to develop 'a
written instrument that is sufficiently reliable ad valid for research
purposes to measure the. extent to which persons hold these.maladapitive

beliefs. In other words, aruattempt was made to design a scale aimed
at identifying th- common assumptions underlying a serie:; of cogni-.

tions. These asst options or beliefs act as schemas by which.the
0individual's world is construed; a, conceptualization very similar

to ''hat of the pioneering research of Jean Piaget, the Swiss
1psychologist, on the development of thinking patterns in children,

The beliefs are unspoken, abstract'regulations by which an individual
has judged his own worth and direction and which he may.'apply to
others; Many, times these assumptions can be inferred by looking
for common themes-in a series of cognitions. For" Example, recurrent

:cognitions of being a failure when examined might reveal demands for
VrfeCtion on each occasion. WherINI,this ideal is not met, the indi-
vidual decides that hehas failed and that he is, therefore, "a
failure." The underlying assumption might be stated as "Unless I
am doing a perfect job all the time to the best of myability,
am a failure."

11
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The substantive aspect of this research was to determin the

relationship between these attitudes And depressive tendency as a

preliminary investigation of Beck's position. It is-hypothesized

4111 that negative cognitions are associated with depresSed moods and that

they are more persistent than negative affect. A question to bd

investigated is: Does cognition precede th5Aaffective response?.
.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTITUDE SCALE

Initial Item Pool

Ad initial pool of items was written by the first author with

the goal that-they should reflect the relative presence or absence of

the appropriate distorted, !-diosyncratic beliefs that characterize

depressed patients in Beck's system. This scale was then administered

to a group of residents in psychiatry at th,.! University of Pennsylvania

who were apprised of the purpose of the test and-who provided their
.opinion: regarding the face validity and comprehensibility of the items.

Further mbdifications in wording were made\on the basis of the opiniohsv

obtained !rpm these sources, resulting in 100 items.

The test format used is that of the typical self-report attitude

or value scale. For each belief or attitude (the items), seven response

categories are presented (totally agree; agree very much; agree slightly;

neutral; disagree slightly; disagree very muchCtotally disagree). On

-an a priori basis, the first author determined whether a digacireement

or an agreement response indicates an adaptive or maladaptive reaction

to the belief in question. Scaling is on a modified Likert (1932)

model, with the .adaptive end of the scale assigned an arbitrary value

of cre, the next -;.,T,',-gory is two, etc. and, with zero beingausedlor

12
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omits on each item. EF then, has a score for

item and, his total Dys Attitude score is simply :Dam

of the scores he received on each'iten. The higher the total score,

the more distorted is the individual's way of thinking..

The studies reported below are preliminary investigations into

both the psychometric properties of the Dysfunctional Attitude Scale

(DAS) and the relationship between cognition and affect ih normals.

Study I

Method:

Subjects. The data were obtained from 5 males and 20 females

enrolled in a graduate course in educational psychology at Beaver
,

College. Of this group, 2 individuals-,were black and 23'were white;

all were employed full time asteachers; 9 were ngle and 16 were

married; and, the mean age was 30.08 years.

At the time of testing, none of the individuals were involved-in

therapy; however, 8of them had had prior outpatient experiences. Of

theser8 individuals, 87.5% evaluated their therapy sessions as success-

ful

rocedure. The subjects were given a packet .of instruments to

which they were asked to respond. <The experimenter instructed each

participant in'the proper procedure to befollowed in completing each

of the measures. Eight weeks later the same packet of instruments'
'1

was4eadministered to the .25 subjects.

Measures.. The choice of instruments used was based upon a nece;-

sary conceptual resemblance among them in tapping the underlying con-

s-Eruct, i.e., the idiosyncratic thinking characteristics of depressives.
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It was necessary, also, to inclu(4e instruments which purported to

relate to the underlyino 'ongt1 :rich the DAS could be

compared. The instruments chosc.,11 to p_,Jol-a this function included:

(1) The Beck Depression Inventory (BeCkf Ward and Mendelson, 1961),sa
.A

21-item self-reported measure of depressed mood. The reliability and
Is

validity of this instrument have been repeatedly confirmed .(cf. Beck

and Beamesderfer, 1974); (2) The .Profile of $cods States (McN ir,

Lorr and Droppleman, 1971), a 65-item, 5-point adjective rat'ng Icale

designed to measure subjective aspects of affect and mood. The six

factor-analytically derived mood states are terisio.1-anxiety; depression-

dejection; confusion; anger- hostility; vigor; and fatigue;, and, (3)

A Measure of gnitive Distortions in Depression (Hammen and Krantz,
.

1976), hypothetical stories developed_to ascertain the presence of

specific examples of Beck's (1963, 1970) categorizatioAs cip the idio-.

syncratic thinking in depressidn. A preliminary validation study was

reported (Hammenand Krantz, 1976).

Results:

Reliability `

The internal consistency of-the Dysfunctional Attitude Scale
s

was estimated, by means of "Coefficient alpha (Cronbach,,1951), with

the resultant ,coefficient being .91-.=-An_estimaticin of the test-retest

stability "of the DAS was computed by correlating total sCores.on two

4dministrations of the test, 8 weeks aparIsperThis amputation revealed

a reliability coefficient. of .71.

r ;
Validity

Results from the initial testing irevealed that the DAS'correlated--

.65 witt the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI);. .76 wAh the depression



scale of Profile of

and Krantz stories.

ship between the

.
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Moods' States (PONS); and .62 with. the Hammen

These findings, indicate a significant relation-
.

pf an individual's dysfunctional attitudes

and-the intensit ession.

When the data were obtained from the second administratiOn,the
I

DAS correlations had dropped slightly,mith the DAS now correlating
.

p

.53 with the BDI; .62 with the POMS; and .60 with the Hammen and

Krantz vignettes.

To test if this drop.may have been due.to the stability of ones

beliefs (measured by the DAS) and' the fluctuations of one's:affect

over time (BDI), a cross-lagged Panel correlational design (Campbell,

1963; Crew), Kenny and Campbell, 19724 Pelz and Andrews, 1964) was

set-up to compare the BDI and DABS and to possibly allow the inference

of causal refations from the correlational data. Theresultdnt data

were as follows:

BDIlf---;-x=.56 4BDI

t
r=.65- ..

<%

D ----r.t.71

r=.53

When the specially designed E-transformatiOn reported in Kenny's

(1975) article on crOss-lagged panel correlations was applied to these

data as a means of testing for diffeivIces in the diagonal (cross-.

lagged) correlations, results revealed -1.52. Thi§ -
;

although a little shorAof significance at the .05 level, seems to
111

be in the direction of imiaying'that the preponderant causal vector

is one of thinking disorders causing affect changes 4.64 vs .35); i.e.,
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negative beliefs being more persistent over time than the negative

affect in this group of- 25 subjects.

ldy II Refin('r r +-he DAS

apu major criticism voicea L;ie 25 subjeuzs in Study i t

DAS was the amount of time needed to complete the 100-items. In an

attempt to balance brevity and reliability, the followina statistical

procedures were performed.

A pOpulat.Lon of 275undergraduate (100 males and 175 females)

at the Pennsylvania State University were administered the DAS. The

data obtained from this -population on the 100-items were subjected

to a factor analysis and a method described in Gulliksen (1950) was

employed to construct two parap41 forms.

According to this procedure, each item was represented by a point

on a Scatter diagram,- the abscissa of which represented the mean score

on the item (or its popularity in the sample) and the ordinate its

fator loading on Factor I (before rotation) of the analysis. rItems

which fell in the same approximate region were simultaneously matched

and-a circle -arawn around them. One member of each group was then

randomly assigned to a given subtest. All items having a factor.load-

o .ing. less than .15 were dropped, with the resultant subtests being two

, forms of 40- items each.
:

In order'to see if the two statistically derived forms.of the DAS
;

,

were in fact parallel, another testing was set up. Seventy under-
,

graduates (20 males. And 50 females) enrolled in a Child Development,

course at Montgomery Community,College volunteered to participate.

Each individual initially received Form A of the DAS and then one week
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later was ady3inistered Form B. The correlation between total scores
on Form A arA Form B was .79, in addition, :le mean score for Form
'A was 113.01 and for Form B, 113.73. The reliabilities of'the two
,forias of the DAS were .86 and .87 respectively. These results suggest
that future inVr ("MS into thr ' .mf- lic properties of the DAS4
employ the 2 parallel froms of 40-items rather than the 16nger 100 -item.
.version.

r.

Conclusions

The use 'of the Dysfunctional Atti-iude Soale (DAS) for the assess-.

merit of maladaptive beliefs in depressives has beenshowri to be prac-
_

tical, reliable, and valid. Although the studies desCribed withln this
paper dealt with samples which were rather small, the findings indicate
that the DAS warrants further investigation into the validity as a
measure of distortions in ;thinking. This in-depth validation study'of,

the DAS is presently being conducted by the first author as part of
her doctoral dissertation.
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DAS
6 FORM A

This Inventory lists different attitudes or beliefs which people sometimes

hold. Read EACH statement. carefully and decide how much you agree ok.disagree

with the statement.

1 ,

Foy cach of the attitudes, show your answer by placing a checkmark ()

under, the cold n that BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU THINK. Be sure to choose

only one answer for each. attitude. Because people are different, there is no

right answer or wrong answer, o these statements.

'S
To decide whether a given attitude is, typical of your way of looking'at

Jngs, simply keep in mind- what you are like MOST OF THE

- EXAMPLE:

.

ATTITUDESEs ia
,

- .

' 1.

_

0
>4

E4 gC
C)

g4

m
ZD
21

A

hi
h4
crATTITUDES

44
04
0.
4

E4
r,
43
2:

>4
h4

41 E4

82 6

gl: hl.
co co,
I-1

CI

riz

t2 mt

4 i'D
00 Z
I-1

'A

";" gc

gC Fi
E4 A
C)
E4 .

.

1. Most people are O.K. once you .

get to know them.

:.

,

Look at the example above. To show how much a Sentence-describes your attitude,

you can Check any pointfrom totally agree to totally disagree. In the above',example,

the cheekmerk at "agree slightly" iadicates that atement is somewhat typical

of the attitudes held bithe person completing the inventory: ^-

Remember" that your answer should describe the wiry. you think MOST OF TIME. .IIM/1.1

NOW TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN

Copyright 01978 by Arlene N. Weissman
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AI

(12 12
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g

cilo

E.1J

gt

. , . . .

REMEMBER, ANSWER EACH STATEMENT 'ACCORDING TO THE
WAY YOU THINK MOST OF THE TIME. ,

'N\
.

f

1. It is difficult tobe,happy unless one is good..,
looking, intelligent, rich and creative.

.

.0X. Happiness is m\pre'a matter of my attletude .

' towards myself)than the way other people
feel about me.

. .

. . .

3. People will probably think less o5 me if
_1 make a mistake..

.

- °

.

Si
,

4. If J db nOt do well all the time, people
will not respectme..

.

.

5. Taking even a small risk is foolish because
the loss is likely to be a disaster.

.

,

.;.i...4

A,

6. It is possible to gain another person's;respect
. wit4out being especially talented at anything.

,

7. I cannot be happy unless most-people I know
admire me.

..

---.........

,
.

.

8. If a person asks for help, it is a sign of
weakness.

,t.

. .
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Q
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.

ATTITUDES
\

.. .

.

o. j.
... ED

,:c Z

'EA
=
0H

l0 c '-i

44

2
u)

8

o

2
u)

5

0
KC

r-i. 0

&,,

8

.

9. If I do not do as well as other people, it _

means I am an inferior human being.

.

10. If I fail at my work, then I am a failure

as a person. \.,

41

,

.

.

11.'If you cannot do something well, 'there is

little point in doind it at all.

.

.

12, Making mistakes is fine because I can learn

from them.
'

.

,

13. If someone disagrees with me,..it probably

indicates he does not like me.

,

14. If I fail partly, it is as bad as being a

complete failure. .

. .

15. -If other people know what you are really like,

they will think less of you.

-

16. I am nothing-if a person I love .doesn't love

me.
,

.

.

--

17. One can get pleasure from an activity

regardless of the end result.

. .

18. People_should have a reasonable likelihood of

success before undertaking anything.

ti
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4
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0
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g
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W
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4
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A

4
L.9

c1)

18

N
o
4
m , .H
o

4

g

19. My value as a person depends greatly on
what others think of me.

.

20. If I don't set the highest standards for
Myself, I am likely to end up a second-
rate person.

.

21. If I am to be a worthwhile person, I must
be truly outstanding in at least one major
respect.

,
.

22. People who have good ideas are more worthy
than those who do not.

.

23. 1 should be upset if I make .a mistake.

24. My own opinions of myself are more important
than other's opinions of me.

25. To be a good, moral, worthwhile person, r must
help everyone who needs it. . -

26. If I ask a question, it makes me look
inferior.

27..It is awful to be disapproved of by people
important to you.

. .

_

28. If you.doW-t have other people td lean'on,
you are bound to be sad.

ri...ro o

.
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M
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co
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29. I can reach important goals, without slave

driving myself. .

.

.

1

c.. .

30. It is possible for a person to be scolded and
not get upset.

.

31.-1 cannot trust other people because they might
be cruel to me.

.

32. If others dislike you, yOu cannot be happy. ,

33. It is best to give up your own interests
in order to please other people. ,

. .

34. My happiness depends more on other people 'than
it does on me.

35. I do not need the approval of other people in
order to be happy. . -

36. If a person avoids problems, the problems tend.
,

to go away.
. .

.

37. I can be happy even if-I miss out on
-----many--of--thegoliingd in life. ..

_

,

38. What other people-thinkAthcint me is very.
important.

,..._

39. Being isolated from others is bound to led
to unhappiness.

.

40. I can F17:11:izhaese without being loved by
another person.- .

'.



DAS
F01214 B

This Invehtory lists different attitudeS or beliefs which people sometimes

hold. Read EACH statement carefully and decide how much you agree or disagree

with the statement. C"

For each of the attitudes, show your answer by placing a checkmark 0

under the. column that BEST D SCRIBES HOW YOU THIN(. Be sure to choose

only one answer for each titude. Because people are different, there is no

right answer or wrong answer to these statements. . .

To decide whether a given attitude is typical of your way of looking at

things, simply' keep in mind what you are like MOST OF THE TIME.

EXAMPLE:

,...

.

...

-

ATTITUDES

.

. _

./

>4 rri
-1

E-4 *4

C)
E-I .

P4
C4
41

Mwo
P1
a Z
CDc

HP4

14=
CDH
14
in

w
41
04
CD
0:4

.
El

41
..2

.

Po

A
l

41 El

6OH
K4 1-4
cn u)
H
A

C4

41

fflm00
:)

u) E
I-I

'A

.

41

V4.
pqM
KCEAP CI
C)
El

1. Most peop1 0 are O.K. 'once you
get to know them.

/

.

Look at the example above. To shOw how much a sentence describes your attitude,

you can check any point from totally. agree to totally disagree. In-the above exam?le,

the checkmark at "agree slightly" indicates that this statement is somewhat typical

of the attitudes held by the person completing the inventory. .

Remember that your answer should describe,themay you' think MOST OF 1qTE TIME.

NOW TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN

Copyright .0 1978 by Arlene N. Weissman
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REMEMBER, ANSWER EACH STATEMENT ACCORDING TO THE
WAY YOU THINK MOST OF THE TIME.

4.--

,..

,

,.

.

1. Xou can be a happy person, without going out
of your way in order to please other people.

,

.

2. I have to impress new acquaintances with my
,..

charm, intolligeace, or wit or they won't
like me.

'

....

3. If I put other peopleb' needs before my own,
they should help me -when I want them to do
something for me.

, N

.

0 -

4. It is shameful for a person to display his
. weaknesses.

.

,

\k-

.

.

.

5. People-will like me even if I im#not
successful.

,.._

.

6. People who have the marks of success
(good looks, fame, wealth) are bound to be
happier than people who do not.

. .

.

7. I should try to impress other people if 'I
want them to like me.

.

8. If a-Rerson I love does not love me, it
means I am unloveable.

30.
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f
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d
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b
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9. I ought to be able to solve my problems
quickly and withdut a great deal of effort.

.

10.: If a person is indifferent to me, it means
he does not like me.

I.

11. I should be able to please everybody.

'12. Others can care for me even if they know
all my weaknesses. .

13. If people whom I care about do not care
,,

for me, it is awful.
\-

.

14. Criticism-need not upset the person who
receives the criticism.

.

15. My life is wasted unless,I am a success.

16. People shonld.prepare for theWrst or

they will be. disappointed.
:

17. I must be a useful,. productive, creative
person or life has no purpose. .

18. A person should think less,of himself if
other people do not accept him.

19. I do not need other people's approval
for me to_be happy,

.

.

6

20. I can enjoy myself even when others 'do not
like me.

.

.
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21. My value as a person depends greatly on what
others thinloof me.

22. If I make a foolish statement, it means am
a foolish person

,

,

23. If a person has to be alone for a long period
of time, it follows that he has to feel.
lonely.

. .

24. A person should be able to control what
happens to him.

,

.
.

. - -

25. If a person is not a success, then his life
Is meaningless.

26. A person dOesn't need to be well liked in
er&f.r tq be-happy.

.

27. If someone performs a selfish act, this
means he is a selfish person.

V ;I ...,-,..

.

,.'-

28. I should always have complete control over
my feelings.

.

29. I should be happy all the time.

30. If people consider me unattractive,it
need not upset me"

31. Whenever I take a chance or rid N I am only:
looking for trouble.'

1.--,

32. A person cannot change his 'motional ,reactions
eve. if he knows they are harmful to him.

...
0., a '''.1.

.

.

-

,
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33. I may be able to influence other people's
behavior but I cannot control it.

. .

_

.

434. People will reject you if they know your
weaknesses. .

35. People should be criticized for their mistakes.

36. One should look for 4 practical solution
to problems rather than a perfect
solution.

P
J

.
,

. .

37. If I do well, it*probably is due to chance;
if I do badly, it is probably uy.uwn fault.

--
38. The way to get people to like you is to

imikess them with your.personality.
,

39. Turning to someone else for advice or
help is an admissiciri ofweaknesses. ,

e .

40. A person should do well at everything he'
undertakes.

,

e

33


